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General Instructions:

1. All questions are compulsory.

2.The question Paper consists of 29 questions divided intofour sections A, B, C and D. Section A
comprises of 4 questions of one mark each, Section B comprises of I questions of 2 marks each,

Section C comprises of I l questions offour marks each and Section D comprises of 6 questions

of six marks each.

3.All questions in Section A are to be answered in one word, one sententce, or as per the exact
requirement of the quution.

4.There is no overall cltoice. Hou,ever, internal choice lns fuen provided in 3 questiotts offour
marks each and 3 questions of 6 marks each. You lrove n afiempt only one of the alteirntives in
all such questions.

5.Use of calculators is not permittd- You may oskfor lqwithmic table if requirel-

6.If you wish to re-answer any question, for ary ran son, please cancel the question alrmdy
answered-

T.Please write the serial number of question before afrempting it.

SECIrcil-A

r.For what value of k € N, l\ ;l 
: ffi Tl ,

2. Find the distance of the point P(lrJ ) from the plane i-Qi-zj + fr, ) - 6 = 0.

3. Find the value ort if lo1(a x2 + 2x* k )dx = 0.

4. Determiae the value of 'k'fuwhich tre following fimction is cmtinuous at x:2 :

(b+L,x<-2
(x):lk , x=2

(rr- L , x)Z



t-

SEC[|ON;:9,,, ,

6.,4. particle moves along the curve 6y : x3. Find the points on the curve at which the y
coordinate is changing 8 times as fast as the x-coordiante.

7. Using differentials find the approximate value of rffi.

8.Verify Lagrange's'Mean'value theorem forth6 function f(x) ='*z

9. Evaluate I r'( '!"!!=!,,N* i

l-cos 4x'

l0.,Find the v4lue of .l so that the lines f : "#'= 'i and
v-l 6-2:7: T are

perpendicular to each other. r.

-11, A and,B.ar,e two events, and P(A) :0.4,P(B1 +'6.2 P(AiB) = 0.5, Find P( A U B')
' ': -';'" "-' ' ,i

12.One kind of cake requires 200 gms of flour and25 gms of fat, and another kind of cake requires

100 gms of flour and 50 gms of fat.To get maximum number of cakes from 5 kg of flour arid I kg of fat,
formulate the problem in LPP,

SECTION - C

13. Find a unit veclor perpendicular to each of the vectors ( A + i) and ( A - i )where

d:3t+2j+2k and b--t,+Zj-zk .

14.Provethat : cot(; -Zcotal)=t.

( oR)
r tl

. /xz-]-\ -n / 2x \ 2n
Solve torx : cos '\W,l+ tan ^ \rrul= U

15. If a,b,c are real numbers and

tn": that either a + b

lb*c c*a a*bl
lc+a a*b b+cl:0
la+b b+c' c+al

* c:0 or a: b: c.



. 1.'

16. If x: aea lsin 0 - cosl) and.y = aee(sin 0 +'cosil) andfindlrr ..,ttd.x
17.E.valuate.,. [, logsinx dx

oo=?: ,'

OR I , il

,",.1:. '

Evaluate

,18. Evaluatq J

Ilox,
'

+ l)dx as a limit of the sum.
dx

,ls-+x-2xz
; - *t'

19. Find the particular solution of the differentia! equation.

(x - siny)dy * tany d.x = 0; giumthat y = 0 and. x = 0

20.Threevectors,I,6anddsatisfytheconditiond+B+ d =d. gvaluatethequantity

p - (4.6+B. d.+d,d), rrlet = 1,161 = 4,lil =z.

2l.Amanis known to speakthe truth 3 out.of,S times. He throws a die and reports that it is a
number greater than four. Find the probability that it is actually anumber greater than four. ,

oR ,. -,

Two cards are drawn simultaneously ( without replacemenQ ftom a well shuffled'pack of 52
cards. Find the mean and variance of the numQgr of red cards.

22. ,A library has to accommodate two different types of books on a shelf. The books are 6 cm and 4
cm thick and weigh I kg and f] kg each respectively. The shelf is 96 cm long,and at most can support a
weight of 2l kg. How should the shelf be filled with the books of trvo t1ryes in order to include the
greatest number of books? Make it as an LJ.P. and solve it graphically.

23.Bag I.contains 3 red and 4 black balls , Bag.II contains 5 red and 5 blapk batls. One ball is
drawn at ran{om from one of the bags and it is found tg be ryd. Find the probability that itwas
drawn from Bag II.



I

sEcfloN - D

24;Two trusts A and B receive Rs.70000 and Rs.55000 respectively from central government to
award prize to persons ofa district in three fields agriculture, education & social service . Trust
A awarded 10, 5 & 15 persons in the field of agriculture, education & social service

respectively, while Trust B awarded 15,10 & 5 persons respectively. If all the 3 prizes together

amount to Rs.6000,then find the amount of each prize by matrix method.
What field do you prefer most for award in the development of society?

Give reason with justification.

ZS.tff:R-{-t}+R-{d},Sir.nbyf(x):H,showthatfisbijective.Findtheinvprse of

f and hence nna /-110) and x such that f-r(x)=2.

OR

LetA:QxQandlet*bethebinaryoperationonAdefinedby(a,b)*(c,d):(ac,b+ad)for
(a,b),(c,d) e A. Determine, whether * is commutative and associative. Find

1) the identity element in A.
2)The invertible element of A with respect to * on A.

26. Using integration, ftndthe area boundedbythe lines x *2y-2,2x* Y:7o y-x = 1.

OR

Using integration, find the area of the region bounded by the parabola f :4xand
the circle 4x2 + 47?: g.

27.Show that the height of a closed right circular cylinder of given surface area S and maximum

volume V is equal to the Ot"rnfif; of its base.

The surn of surface areas of a sphere and a cuboid with sides !, , x and 2x , is constant. Show

that the sum of their volumes is minimum if x is equal to three times the radius of sphere.

28.Find the vector and Cartesian equations of the plane passing through the line of intersection of

theplanes i .(2t+2 j - 3ft) = 7' and i.(zi+ 5i + 3 [) = 9 suchthatthe intercepts made

by the plane on the r- axis andz- axis are equal.

29. Prove that the given differential equation is homogeneous and find its particular solution:

[rsinz e - tlax * xdy= 0, given y -:, when x = |


